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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a review of the current status of
simplified methods of seismic design and analysis applicable
to nuclear facility structures, systems and components
Important to public health and safety. In particular, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA TEC DOC 348
procedure for structures and the Bounding Spectra Concept
for equipment as being developed by Seismic Qualification
Utility Group and the Electric Power Research Institute will
be discussed 1n some detail.

INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a review of the

current status of simplified methods of
seismic design and analysis applicable
to nuclear facility structures, systems
and components Important to public
health and safety. In particular, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, IAEA
TEC DOC 348 procedure for structures and
the Bounding Spectra Concept for
equipment being developed by Seismic
Qualification Utility Group and the
Electric Power Research Institute will
be discussed 1n some detail.

The simplified methods and procedures
described 1n this paper are considered
to be applicable to the following
facilities with limited radioactive
Inventories or risks.

o research reactors of up to a few
HW(th) continuous power.

o hot cells with a small Inventory
of radioactive materials.

o uranium or plutonium fuel
fabricating and purification
plants.

o new fuel storage facilities.
o spent fuel storage or processing

facilities with at least three
months of decay time.

o radwaste processing or storage
facilities.

Uranium mines, mills, and mill
tailings deposits are considered outside
the scope of this paper. However, 1t 1s
recognized that mill tailings deposits
may need some kind of seismic analysis
similar to those suggested herein.

The basic philosophy 1n presenting
the simplified methods contained 1n this
paper Is to minimize sophisticated
calculations and emphasize the Important
construction and design detailing
procedures which generally govern
overall seismic safety. Rational
seismic design should also consider the
relative seismic ruggedness of
Industrial process systems and
components as compared to the structures
which house or support them. Based on
strong motion earthquake damage
experience, process equipment In general
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1s more seismically rugged than the
building structure which houses or
support them assuming neither has been
designed to be earthquake resistant.
However, for specific structural
arrangements, the simplified approach
may not be valid. In cases where a
large safety margin 1s required for
nuclear public health and safety reasons
a more complete and refined approach,
comparable to that presented by current
applicable USNRC Regulatory Guides and
Standard Review Plans for power reactors
critical structures may be
r equ1 red .C»2»3,4,5,6,7)

Seismic Classification
The nuclear facilities with limited

radioactive Inventory are classified as
A, B, and C and their structures and
components are further categorized to
take Into account the consequences of
failure. Nuclear power piantsP] and
facilities at nuclear plants with
limited radiological consequences of
failure are classified as II and III.
Class definitions are as follows:

Class III Facilities which may
and Class C be designed in

accordance with the
normal building or other
conventional Industrial
codes.

Class B Facilities for which the
following should be
ensured. C1v1l
structures will not
collapse, the pool and
containment or
confinement structures
will preserve normal
leak tightness and no
disruption of nuclear
fuel or core resulting
from falling debris (1f
this can result in
critically or melting of
the fuel).

Class A Facilities for which the
consequences of seismic
induced failure will be
two orders of magnitude
or less than would be
determined from the

seismic Induced failure
of a nominal 600MWe
nuclear power plant.

Class II Items that can deform
1nelast1cally to a
moderate extent without
loss of function and
also Includes seismic
category I piping and
duct systems exclusive
of active valves.
Structures and
structural elements
within major safety
related structures which
do not form part of the
primary load carrying
path and structures
housing Hems of Class I
or I-S that must not be
permitted to cause
damage to such Items by
excessive deformation of
the structure.
Ductility factor, v =
2.0 for primary load
path structures
subjected to significant
P - A effects, shear
and non compact section
bending modes of failure
and >i = 3.0 for
primary load paths
compact section bending
and membrane tension
modes of failure and all
non-primary load path
structures.

The alphabetic classification are
associated with structures in facilities
with limited radiological Inventories
and consequences. The Roman numeral
classification 1s for structures at
large nuclear power plants as shown in
Table 1. In general simplified seismic
design and analysis methods would not be
used for Class I and I-S structures at
nuclear power plants.

[1] See Table 1 for the definition of
more critical Class I and I-S
facilities located at Nuclear Power
Plants.
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For facilities of Class A or 8, a
further categorization of Hems 1s made
a follows:

Category (a)

Category (b)

Items whose safety
functions must be
maintained 1n the
event of the Design
Bails Earthquake

items whose loss of
function may be
permitted but shall
be designed against
collapse 1n the
event of the Design
Basis Earthquake

Non-Categor1zed: All other Items

Category (a) only 1s assumed
applicable to Class II facilities as
defined herein.

If the behavior of a Category b or
non-Categorized Items results 1n the
loss of function of Category (a) or
Category (b) Items respectively, these
Items should either be categorized 1n
category a and category b respectively
or the potential of damage should be
appropriately evaluated and reduced by
change of design or location.

SEISMIC DESIGN OF BUILDING STRUCTURES
With regard to building structures,

the Dynamic Analysis Subcommittee of the
Nuclear Structures and Materials
Committee of the Structural Division,
American Society of Civil Engineers, Is
developing guidelines to simplified
seismic design of nuclear facilities
with limited radioactive Inventories
(research reactors, spent fuel storage,
radwaste processing and storage
facilities etc.). In performing this
task, the Committee essentially has
selected two existing guidelines to
choose from, l)Des1gn and Evaluation
Guidelines for Department of Energy
Facilities Subject to Natural Phenomena
Hazards. UCRL-15910 prepared by Kennedy
et. al.(g) and 2)Earthquake Resistant
Design of Nuclear Facilities with
limited Radioactive Inventory,

IAEA-TECDOC-348 for the International
Atomic Energy Agency prepared by Watabe
et. al.<12) The ASCE Committee 1s
currently reviewing both publications,
and 1t 1s assumed the ASCE committee
will make use of concepts and procedures
1n both documents 1n developing U s
guidelines.

Since most attendees of this
conference are more familiar with the
U.S. Department of Energy Guidelines,
this paper will concentrate on
presenting the IAEA TEC DOC 348
simplified procedure for building
design. The more rigorous dynamic time
history and response spectrum modal
analysis methods of seismic design and
analysis applicable to nuclear
facilities are well documented 1n the
literature*1* 1 3) and win not be
discussed further 1n this paper.

Simplified methods of seismic
building analysis have been directed
primarily toward nuclear facilities with
limited radioactive Inventories.

Seismic Design
The earthquake resistant design of

building structure should be performed
according to the previous defined
classification as follows:

Class C and III Uniform Building
Code with 1=1.25

Class B:

Class A and II

Simplified
Equivalent Static
Approach may be used.

Simplified Dynamic
Approach should be
used.

The story lateral load,

Fi = ag x C, x

1s given by:

(1)

where:

= design acceleration
applicable at the ground
surface level. The value
of ag may be modified as
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a function of foundation
soil at categorization,
as shown In Table 2 where
ag * J* 2 and Z 1s
defined 1n Table 3 and
Figure 1.
Cis or ^01: coefficient
related to the building,
characteristics and defined
by Eqs (3) and (4) for the
simplified dynamic and
equivalent static
approaches respectively
the total weight of the
building at 1-th floor to
be calculated by,

0.25 (2)

where, D^ and l\ are the design dead
and live loads for the 1-th floor,
respectively

Simplified Equivalent Static Approach
The seismic coefficient C^s (the
additional subscript s 1s Introduced to
denote "static" approach) of Equation 1
is defined as follows:

(3)

where:
the coefficient giving the
distribution of the seismic
coefficient throughout the
height of the building as
defined 1n Table 4.

y = the ductility coefficient
defined 1n Table 1

Simplified Dynamic Approach
The seismic coefficient ZQ\ (the

additional subscript D 1s Introduced to
denote "dynamic" approach) of Eq. 1 1s
defined as:

CD1
For

TD < 0.1 s;
0.1s < TD < 0.5 s;

(4)

=1
= (2y

0.5s < TD

where y 1s defined 1n Table 1 and

K-): Standard Response Factor to be
determined from F1g. 2

Kg: Coefficient related to damping
to be determined from Tables 5
and 6.

The load distribution throughout the
height of the building 1s given by S^
as defined 1n Table 4.

In order to use Figure 4 to determine
the Standard Response Factor, the
fundamental period of the structure,
Tt, may be calculated using,

TD = d HB ( 0 B ) - 1 / 2 (5)
where:

Hg = height of the building, (m)
DB = dimension of the building 1n

a direction parallel to the
applied lateral loads, (m)

d * 0.10 for rigid Reinforced
Concrete structures, and
equal 0.12 for ordinary
Reinforced Concrete
structures.

If the fundamental period of the
structure, TD, 1s shorter than 0.3
seconds, the product K-j K2 should
not be less than 1.5.

SIMPLIFIED SEISMIC DESIGN OF INDUSTRIAL
PROCESS SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

It 1s Interesting to note that the
current 1988 and past editions of the
Uniform Building Code and ANSI A 58.1
StandardO*> 15) have had provisions
for seismic design of attachments and
some equipment located In or supported
by conventional building structures.
The codes developed for design of
conventional Industrial process systems
and components (ASME B31-Series, ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code and IEEE
etc.) have generally been silent on the
subject of seismic design leaving It up
to the Engineer to decide how seismic
phenomena will be treated or make
reference to either the Uniform Building
Code or ANSI A58.1 for guidance. In the
past, this has generally lead to very
Uttle explicit seismic design of
Industrial process systems and
components outside regions of recognized
high se1smU1ty such as California.
Over the past 10 years various Federal
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Guidelines have been developed 1n this
area which are available for use 1n new
construction of Federal Buildings.(8» 9)
However, 1t 1s not clear 1f or to what
extent this Guidelines have been applied
to design of equipment within buildings
or other Industrial process systems and
components. It 1s generally
acknowledged that the use of the methods
of seismic design of systems and
components based on the Uniform Building
Code or Inclusion of a seismic design or
performance requirements 1n procurement
specifications for Industrial process
systems or components significantly
Increases the cost of such components
and systems. The basic question that
must be addressed 1s as follows:

Is the additional cost of seismic
analysis design and qualification of
process systems and components
justified by the risk associated with
potential seismic Induced damage or
failure of such systems?

Since 1982, there have been major
research activities sponsored by the
Seismic Qualification Utility Group,
S Q U G O Q ) and the Electric Power
Research InstUuteO 1) and the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on06) to
answer this question. The answer to
this question, except for regions of
recognized relatively high seismidty
with zero period ground design
accelerations equal to or greater than
about 0.33g[2] as defined by the
Uniform Building Code 1s a qualified
no. In Table 7 1s a summary of failures
and significant damage to piping systems
1n large number of Industrial facilities
during a large number of strong motion
earthquakes. Similar Tables are
available for other Industrial
equipment.(10) The qualification to
the "no" 1n answer to the basic question
1s that certain specific mitigating
design and construction details need to
be employed to develop this level of
seismic and construction ruggedness.
Using normal design and practices,
without any consideration of ductile
design, a ZPGA of about 0.12 g would be

the conservative threshold of damage to
the plant. Such damage would consist of
unanchored narrow width high aspect
ratio cabinet overturning, some
dislocation of hung celling tiles,
cracking of ceramic Insulators,
activation of unfiltered vibration alarm
sensors and tripping of vibration
sensitive relays.

Bounding Spectra Method
Seismic qualification of Industrial

process systems and components described
above 1s referred to a the Bounding
Spectrum Methods. This method 1s under
active development by the Electric Power
Research Institute for potential
application to nuclear power plant
piping 1n regions of low to moderate
seismicHy.

The purpose of this technique Is to
provide a rational and consistent basis
for the seismic evaluation of Industrial
process systems and components without
recourse to explicit seismic stress
analysis or testing. The technique has
been developed consistent with the
observed behavior of equipment
Industrial facilities and thermal power
plants subjected to strong motion
earthquakes.

The technique Involves the definition
of a Bounding Spectrum and Caveats
governing the construction of process
system and components. If the Caveats
are met and the Bounding Spectrum
envelops the seismic design basis ground
response spectrum for the site, then the
equipment may be considered qualified
for seismic Inertia loads without
further evaluation.

A threshold of significant damage
Bounding Spectrum based on the averaging
of response spectra data from Industrial
facilities and power plants which have
been subjected to earthquakes of Richter

[2] For nuclear power plant,
conservative ground response spectra
are defined which effectively
reduces this ZPGA threshold of
damage to about 0.25g.
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magnitude of about 6.0 to 7.8, and site
peak ground acceleration equal to or
greater than 0.4g has been developed as
shown 1n Figure 3.

Observations made at these sites and
other power and Industrial plant sites
which were subjected to strong motion
earthquakes Indicate there would be no
significant damage or failure provided
certain Caveats as determined by
experience were met 1n the construction
of these process systems and components.

An example of a group of caveats
which might be applied to Industrial
piping 1n order to seismically qualify
such piping without explicit analysis or
test might be as follows:

o Lateral supports or restraints are
placed at a maximum of 5 times
deadweight span lengths,

o Analysis to determine effect of
significant differential seismic
(eg > + 2.0 Inch) anchor motion 1s
performed.

o Equipment to which piping 1s
attached Is anchored and designed
to carry seismic loads,

o Field walkdown of piping 1s
performed to Identify potential
for seismic Interaction (Impact)
with other equipment or structures

o Piping connections are limited to
welded connections

o Piping and piping support material
limited to ductile weldable steels

o Piping connections to equipment
are made as flexible as practical
(should accommodate at least a ±
2.0 Inch displacement)

Similar caveats can be developed
applicable to other classes of equipment
(pumps, valves, tanks, vessels, heat
exchanges, switch gear, relays, motor
control centers etc.) Using the
Bounding Spectra Method, seismic
resistant designs can be developed for
low to moderate seismicity sites (2PGA <
without recourse to expensive, time
consuming seismic engineering analysis
or test qualification.
CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

A simplified seismic analysis and
design procedure for safety related

structures at nuclear facilities with
limited radioactivity has been presented
as a possible alternative or basis to
modify recently developed DOE
guidelines. In addition, a simplified
non-analytical procedure has been
suggested for seismic qualification of
equipment 1n buildings and Industrial
and process systems and components.

It has been estimated that the
application of current Uniform 8u1ld1ng
Code requirements to seismic design of
buildings and qualification of equipment
or attachments 1n building 1n California
adds about 8 percent to the overall cost
of the facility with about two thirds of
this Increase attributed to equipment
seismic design and qualification. In
region of low to moderate seismidty,
the total cost Increase should be
approximately 3 to 5 percent. The
Increase 1n engineering cost 1n both
cases 1s about 10 to 15 percent.

This contrasts with a nuclear power
plant where seismic design at a nominal
moderate se1sm1dty 0.2g ZPGA site adds
about 12 percent to overall plant costs
and Increases engineering costs by about
20 percent. Approximately 10 percent of
this overall plant cost Increase 1s
associated with equipment seismic design
and qualification. The engineering cost
attributable to equipment seismic design
and qualification 1s about 18 percent.
Application of Bounding use of Spectra
Method technique for seismic
qualification of equipment would
dramatically reduce the costs of such
equipment qualification 1n the range of
a factor of 2 or 3.
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Tt t l t Mcomeended Seismic Design dloOil Ouctilltv
tor nuclear Power Plant Structures 4119 Component)

Table 4 taiMfication Coefficient ai < function or lulleine Height

cuss DESCRIPTION

I-S D m which Include structures, equipment. Instruments, or
components performing vital function* that must remain operative
(potentially move or change state) during 4nd after earthquakes.
Item (hit are subject to nottducttle, Including elastic Ouckling
and brittle fracture modes of failure. Ductility factors, » •
1.0.

I Urn? that must remain operative after an earthquake out need not
MOWI or chino,t tt4tt durtnq tht tvtnt. Major saftty rtUttd
nuclur sow*r pUnt structurii. Ductility f«ctor, » • 1.1 for
1nelnt1c Duelling, shiar inn non cwmict m t i o n bending mdts of
fillur* <nd J.O for coae«ct nction btnamo, ind M«lir«nt ttnsion
•oats of ftilurt.

II ttms that can deforn lncUstically to a nodcratt extent without
loss of function and also Includes scisieic category [ piping and
duct system exclusive of active valves. Structures and
structural elements within major safety related structures which
do not fora part of the pniury load carrying path and structures
housing Itens of Class I or 1-S that iKst not tie permitted to
cause damage to such Items by excessive deformation of the
structure. Ductility factor, u • 2.0 for primary load path
structures subjected to significant ? - 4 effects, shear 4nd non
contact section bending mooes of failure and 3.0 for primary load
paws compact section bending and membrane tension modes of
failure and all non-primary load path structures.

\U Seismic Category I or U electrical distribution systems (cable
trays, conduit) and all other Items vnich are usually governed by
ordinary seismic design codes. Structures requiring seismic
resistance In order Co be repairable after an earthquake.
Ductility factor. » • } to S, depending on material, type of
construction, f - 1 effects, design of Joint details, »nd
control of quality.

luildini level

Embedded fart

Ground level

imlolr.9 Center of Cravity Level

Top of tuildin?

5, (1)

0.7}

1.00

1.S0

2.25

Linear Interpolation may be used to determine Si for Intermediate
elevations.

(1) Regardless of the location of the center of gravity, the embedded part
should have an $1 value > 0.75.

[1) Revises version of Table given In Refs. 3 and <

Table 2 Oefmition of X Factor as a Function of Soil Category

Soil

Categorization Category 1 Category

Firm Searing

Strata

Other soil

Than those

defined In

Categories

1 and 3

Category 3

F1U ground

or Alluvium

ground which

Is thicker

than 25 m.

Table 5 Percentage of Critical Damping.

Type of Structure Percentage of
critical damglng

I (X)

riveted steel structure

Mtded steel structure

reinforced concrete
or steel concrete structure

i

3

S

or steel concrete structure
with shear wall

These values may be Increased by 2X and ix for Category 2 and Category 3
soils (Taele t) respectively, 1n order to take Into account the additional
damping provided by loll.

Table i Darning coefficient as a Function of Percent Critical Damgtng

Table 3 Seismic 2one Factor Z
ing coefficient

0.5 1.0 2.0

lone

Z

1

0.075

2>

O.H

il

0.20

3

0.30

4

o.to

5-0 M > ».O 10.0 12.0 13.0 1S.0

«2 1.7J 1.55 1.32 I.U 1.00 0.11 O.H 0,!| 0.M O.1J 0.7
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T«»lt 1 Ho\ng OiMgt <nd >*Mur« in >n>tr >l<nti t u t u or.
Surwj 9f ;$ U ' t n n m m f r « 1|JJ to '915

CitMOU

». Piping • «bov» ground

StllMVc Uuttt llnchor Nevmnt IS

Mn.atl^M Joints (Priairtl) ThrtidH) 31

_1_
Totil Piping ^^

C. «nttrnil i

Oinuot

0

C

10

10

15

CstHutta tot j l «»ount of Siloing i t r i j t :
&«1tO on « totj l of 40 glints jno in ivtr t

UO0OO0 f t .
e Of 20000 f| of

EltKu'.M tot i l n<Mi<r of tuoports i t n i l : 100000 !»!«d on i toti l of
1200000 f t . of piping i t in i« tngt lupport swclng of 12 f t .

Figure 1 Seismic Zone Acceleration Hap of the United States
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